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A base of a permutation group G is a sequence B of points from the permuta-
tion domain such that only the identity of G fixes B pointwise. We show that
primitive permutation groups with no alternating composition factors of degree
greater than d and no classical composition factors of rank greater than d have a
base of size bounded above by a function of d. This confirms a conjecture of Babai.
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xBases were introduced by Charles Sims 18 , as one of the fundamental
data structures for computing with permutation groups. A base for a
 .permutation group G F Sym V of degree n is a sequence B s
 .b , b , . . . , b from V with the property that only the identity of G1 2 M
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fixes each point of B. Machine computations with permutation groups are
usually faster if the group has a small base. Note that, if B is a base for G,
< <  .  < < . < B <then G F n n y 1 ??? n y B q 1 F n . Therefore, given a family G
of permutation groups, a necessary condition for having an absolute bound
on the minimal base sizes for groups in G is that their order is bounded by
a polynomial function of their permutation degree.
Now, for a positive integer d, let G denote the family of groups G withd
the property that G has no alternating composition factors of degree
greater than d and no classical composition factors of rank greater than d.
There is no restriction on the cyclic, exceptional, and sporadic composition
factors of G. The families G play an important role in the complexityd
theory of permutation group computations; tasks like finding the setwise
stabilizer of a subset of the permutation domain, or finding the centralizer
 w x.of an element can be solved in polynomial time for groups in G cf. 12 ,d
but these problems are not known to be solvable in polynomial time for
arbitrary input permutation groups. Also, for graphs X where each vertex
has at most d q 1 neighbors, the subgroup of the automorphism group
 .Aut X which fixes a distinguished edge e of X belongs to G . This fact,d
and our ability to compute in G effectively, is the reason behind Luks'd
w xcelebrated result 11 about the polynomial time solvability of the graph
isomorphism problem for bounded valence graphs.
By the following celebrated result of Babai, Cameron, and Palfy, primi-Â
tive groups in G have polynomial order.d
w x  .THEOREM 1.1 1 . There exists a function f d such that if G F S isn
< < f d.primiti¨ e and G g G then G F n .d
 . w xThe function f d obtainable from the original proof in 1 is of
 . w x  .O d log d . A new, simplified proof by Pyber 13 shows that f d can be
chosen linear in d.
In 1981 Babai conjectured that primitive groups in G have a base ofd
 w x.bounded size see 13, p. 207 . An important special case was settled by
w xSeress 16 , who showed that primitive solvable groups have a base of size
at most 4. In this paper we confirm Babai's conjecture, proving
 .THEOREM 1.2. There exists a function g d such that if G F S isn
 .  .primiti¨ e and G g G then G has a base of size at most g d . Moreo¨er, g dd
can be chosen as a quadratic function of d.
 .In fact our proof shows that, in some cases, almost every g d -tuple
 .forms a base for G, and that a base of size g d can also be constructed
using the greedy algorithm. This is the case if G is almost simple, or if G
is of affine type and the point-stabilizer is primitive as a linear group.
However, for some other types of primitive permutation groups in G ,d
small bases cannot be found using these methods.
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Theorem 1.2 is as strong as possible in the following sense. For a family
S of simple groups, let G denote the collection of groups G such that allS
 w x.composition factors of G belong to S . Then it is easy to see cf. 1 that if
the orders of primitive groups in G are bounded by a polynomial functionS
of their permutation degree, then G ; G for some integer d. Therefore,S d
the families G are the largest families defined by restrictions on thed
composition factors where we can have constant base size.
We close the introduction by discussing a more general problem con-
cerning base size. Note that, if G F S has a base B, and B is nonredun-n
 .dant i.e, the pointwise stabilizers of initial segments of B are all different ,
< < < < < < then log G rlog n F B F log G all logarithms in the paper are of base
.2 . It is easy to give examples of groups where the minimal base size is
< <close to log G ; however, it was observed in practice that primitive groups
< <usually have minimal base size close to log G rlog n. In his excellent
w xsurvey 13, p. 207 , L. Pyber asks the question whether there is an absolute
constant c such that all primitive groups of degree n have minimial base
< <size at most c log G rlog n. Theorem 1.2 above confirms this for groups in
 .G where c depends on d . Another positive evidence is provided by ad
w xrecent result of Gluck and Magaard 5 , showing that if G F S is an
primitive group of affine type, and the stabilizer subgroup of a point is of
order relatively prime to n, then G has a base of size at most 95. We hope
to consider additional cases of Pyber's question elsewhere.
We note that the main results of this paper were proved by D. Gluck
Âand A. Seress, and independently by A. Shalev. While the two proofs were
not identical, they are sufficiently similar to justify a joint publication. The
first two authors are grateful to an anonymous referee and to M. W.
Liebeck for useful advice.
2. THE O'NAN]SCOTT THEOREM
w xThe theorem of O'Nan and Scott 15 classifies primitive permutation
groups G according to their socle and to the action of the point stabilizer
G , for some point a in the permutation domain. Here we follow thea
w xversion given by Liebeck, Praeger, and Saxl 9 . Each primitive group
 . < <G F Sym V , V s n belongs to one of the following categories. In all
 . .  . .  .cases except III a ii and III b ii , Soc G is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of G.
l  .I. Affine Groups. Here n s p for some prime p, Soc G is an elemen-
tary abelian p-group, and it acts regularly on V. So the set V can be
 . lidentified with the vector space GF p , and the stabilizer of the vector 0 is
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 .an irreducible subgroup G F GL l, p . We distinguish two subcases:0
 .i G is a primitive linear group;0
 .ii V can be written as a direct sum of lrk-dimensional subspaces
 .V , . . . , V , the setwise stabilizer G acts as a primitive linear group P1 k 0 V1
 4on V , and G F P X H for some transitive group H acting on V , . . . , V .1 0 1 k
 .  .II. Almost Simple Groups. Soc G s T is simple, and T F G F Aut T .
 .  .III a . Simple Diagonal Action. Soc G s T = ??? = T , where all T1 k i
< < ky1are isomorphic to some nonabelian simple group T. Moreover, n s T ,
and the stabilizer of a point a g V is a diagonal subgroup D F T = ??? =1
 .T . The points in V can be identified with the cosets D x , x , . . . , x ,k 1 2 k
 .  4x g T. G F Aut T = H for some group H permuting the set T , . . . , T .i a 1 k
y1  .The action of g g G , g s th , t g Aut T , h g H on V is described bya
the rule
g t t t
h h hD x , x , . . . , x s D x , x , . . . , x . 1 .  . .1 2 k 1 2 k
We distinguish two subcases:
 .  4i H is primitive on T , . . . , T ;1 k
 .ii k s 2, H s 1, and both T , T are minimal normal subgroups,1 2
acting regularly on V.
 .III b . Product Action. In this case, V can be identified with the
< < kk-tuples from a set G; in particular, n s G . Also, there exists a primitive
 .group P of type II or III a acting on G, and a transitive group H F Sk
such that G F P X H. G acts in the natural product action of the wreath
 .product. For a fixed a g G, let a s a , . . . , a g V. Then G F P X H.a a
We distinguish two subcases:
 .  . .i P is of type II or III a i ;
 .  . .ii P is of type III a ii . In this case, G has two regular minimal
normal subgroups.
 .III c . Twisted Wreath Product Action. In this case, the particulars of the
structure of G are not important for us; the only relevant feature is that
 .  . .there is a primitive group G F Sym V of type III b ii such that G F G
< <and G : G s n. Moreover, if G g G then G g G .d d
3. THE PROBABILISTIC APPROACH AND
THE GREEDY ALGORITHM
In this section we relate the problem of finding small bases for permuta-
tion groups to that of counting fixed points. Roughly speaking, we show
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that permutation groups in which non-trivial elements have few fixed
points admit small bases, and moreover, that such small bases can be
randomly chosen, or alternatively, can be constructed using the greedy
w xalgorithm. See also 2 for related results.
 . < <Let G F Sym V , V s n, be a permutation group. For k G 1, let
 .B G, k denote the probability that a randomly chosen k-tuple of V is a
 .base for G. We provide below a lower bound on B G, k . We need some
notation.
 .The fixity fix g of an element g g G is defined as the number of fixed
 .  .points of g, and the relati¨ e fixity of g is defined by rfix g s fix g rn. The
 . a  .maximal value of fix g for g g G is denoted by fix G , and we set
 .  .rfix G s fix G rn.
 .Note that, for g g G, rfix g coincides with the probability that a
randomly chosen point in V is fixed by g. Therefore, if g / 1, then this
 .probability is bounded above by rfix G .
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a permutation group. Then
ka< <B G, k G 1 y G ? rfix G . .  .
Proof. For any g g Ga, the probability that each element of a random
 .k < a <k-tuple B of V is a fixed point of g is at most rfix G . Hence G ?
 .krfix G is an upper bound for the probability that B is not a base for G.
We record below some consequences of Lemma 3.1.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a permutation group. Then
 .i G has a base of size at most
< a <log G
1 y .
log rfix G .
 . < < c  . y« ii Suppose G has degree n, G F n , and rfix G F n where
.  .« ) 0 . Let s ) 0 and let k be an integer satisfying k ) c q s r« . Then
 . ysB G, k ) 1 y n .
< a <  .Proof. Let k be the minimal integer exceeding ylog G rlog rfix G .
< a <  .k  .Then G rfix G - 1 and so B G, k ) 0. In particular G has a base of
 .  .size at most k and part i follows. The proof of part ii is similar.
 .We now show that a base as in Corollary 3.2 i can also be found using
the so-called greedy algorithm. The greedy algorithm constructs a base
inductively as follows. Suppose the first i y 1 points b , . . . , b of the1 iy1
base are already given, and let H s G be their pointwise stabi- b , . . . , b .1 iy1
lizer. If H s 1 then we already have a base for G. Otherwise we look at
the orbits of H on the permutation domain V and choose the next base
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point b from an orbit of maximal size. In other words, we choose b so asi i
to minimize the order of G . b , . . . , b .1 i
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a permutation group. Then the greedy algorithm
produces a base for G whose size is at most
< a <log G
1 y .
log rfix G .
Proof. Using the above notation, we will show that
< < < <G F max 1, G ? rfix G . 2 .  . 4 b , . . . , b .  b , . . . , b .1 i 1 iy1
This inequality readily implies the required conclusion.
Let H s G . Since b , . . . , b .1 iy1
< <fix h - H ? fix G , .  .
ahgH
< <  .there exists a g V which is contained in at most H ? rfix G of the sets
 . a < <  < <  .4fix h , h g H . Hence G F max 1, H ? rfix G . Since b , . . . , b , a .1 iy1
< . < < <G F G by the definition of the greedy base, the b , . . . , b .  b , . . . , b , a .1 i 1 iy1
 .inequality 2 follows.
4. SETS WITH TRIVIAL STABILIZERS
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. At
the end of the section, we shall establish the connection with the minimal
base size problem.
 4THEOREM 4.1. Let m s max 5, log d . For all permutation groups H gu v
 .G , H F Sym D , there exist subsets D , . . . , D of the permutation domaind 1 2 m
 .D such that the intersection of the setwise set stabilizers H , 1 F i F 2m, isD i
tri¨ ial. If H is primiti¨ e then there are m subsets D with the required property.i
w xProof. First, we handle the case of primitive H. Seress 17 proved that
< <  .if D ) 32 and H - Sym D is primitive but it does not contain the
alternating group on D, then there exists D* ; D with H s 1. Hence, inD*
this case, we can choose D s D s ??? s D s D*. If H contains the1 2 m
 < < . < <alternating group on D and so D F d or D F 32 then we fix an
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enumeration of D, and define D as the subset of elements satisfying thati
the ith digit in their binary expansion is 1.
We remark that the existence of a bound M in the role of 32 above was
w xalready proven by Cameron, Neumann, Saxl 3 .
For the rest of this proof, for each permutation isomorphism type H of
 .primitive groups in G , we fix m subsets D H , 1 F j F m, of thed j
permutation domain with the trivial set stabilizer intersection property.
Suppose now that H is transitive. We shall define m partitions of D,
each partition dividing D into three parts, such that the intersection of the
stabilizers of these partitions in H is trivial. Clearly, each partition
stabilizer can be written as the intersection of two set stabilizers, implying
the result we want to prove.
We define a structure tree of H as a rooted tree T with levels
  4.T , T , . . . , T such that the root is D i.e., T s D , the leaves are the0 1 s 0
 .elements of D i.e., T s D , and internal nodes of T correspond to certains
blocks of imprimitivity in D. The blocks on a fixed level T define ai
partition of D into a block system. We also require that for each non-leaf
node x, the children of x are a partition of x and the stabilizer of x acts
primitively on the children of x. Note that the action of H can be
extended naturally to automorphisms of the structure tree and H acts
transitively on each level.
Let us fix a structure tree T for H. For 1 F j F m, we define a coloring
 .F : T ª GF 3 as follows. Let the color of the root be 0. Recursively,j
suppose that the coloring of T , T , . . . , T is already defined and let0 1 i
 .  .x g T . The stabilizer of x acts as a primitive group H x on the set D xi
  ..of children of x. The set D H x , associated to the isomorphism type ofj
 .  .  .  .H x , corresponds to a subset D x of D x . For y g D x , we definej j
 .  .  .  .  .  .F y s F x , while for y g D x R D x , we define F y s F x q 1.j j j j j
We claim that the only permutation h g H which preserves all m
colorings of T is the identity. By induction on i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , s, the
definition of the F 's imply that a color-preserving permutation of T jj 0
T j ??? j T must fix T j T j ??? j T pointwise. In particular, h must1 i 0 1 i
fix D s T pointwise.s
Also, we claim that the only permutation h g H which preserves all m
colorings of D s T is the identity. To see this, we first observe that froms
the F -coloring of T , it is possible to reconstruct the F -coloring of thej s j
entire tree T. Then, by induction on i s s, s y 1, . . . , 0, it is clear that h
must preserve the colorings of T j T j ??? j T . In particular, h pre-i iq1 s
serves the colorings of T , so h is the identity.
Thus, the colorings F , 1 F j F m, define m partitions of D such thatj
the intersection of the stabilizers is trivial.
The case of intransitive H follows trivially from the transitive case.
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Finally, we establish the promised connection of Theorem 4.1 to the
minimal base size problem. In the following lemma, we use the notation
established in Section 2.
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. a Let G belong to type I ii . Then there are points
v , . . . , v in V such that the pointwise stabilizer G F P k.1 2 m 0, v , . . . , v .1 2 m
 .  .b Let G belong to type III b . Then there are points v , . . . , v in V1 2 m
ksuch that the pointwise stabilizer G F P .a , v , . . . , v . a1 2 m
 .  . .c Let G belong to type III a i and let k ) 2. Then there are points
v , . . . , v in V such that the pointwise stabilizer G s 1.1 2 m a , v , . . . , v .1 2 m
Proof. In all three cases under consideration, the primitive group G
has a factor group H acting on a set of size k. Let D , . . . , D be the1 r
 4  .  .subsets of 1, . . . , k , r s 2m in cases I ii and III b , and r s m in the
 . .case III a i , such that the set stabilizers in H have trivial intersection.
 . ka We define v s  ¨ , with ¨ g V . If i g D then let ¨ s 0,j is1 j, i j, i i j j, i
otherwise let ¨ be an arbitrary nonzero vector from V . Any g g G canj, i i 0
 .be written in the form g s p , . . . , p ; h with p g P and h g H. If g1 k i
fixes the point v then h has to permute the 0 coordinates of v amongj j
themselves; consequently, if g g G then h s 1.0, v , . . . , v .1 2 m
 .  .b Let v s g , g , . . . , g , where g s a if i g D , and g gj j, 1 j, 2 j, k j, i j j, i
k 4  .G R a if i f D . Analogously to a , we can see that G F P .j a , v , . . . , v . a1 2 m
 .  4c Let z , z be a generating set for T. For 1 F j F m, we define1 2
 .  .v s D x , . . . , x and v s D y , . . . , y as follows. If i g Dj j, 1 j, k mqj j, 1 j, k j
then x s 1; otherwise, x s z . Let s be the first element of D . Letj, i j, i 1 j
y s 1 for all values of i except i s s, and let y s z .j, i j, s 2
y 1  .Let g s th g G ; then v s D y , . . . , y sa , v , v . mq j j, 1 j, kj mq j
 t t . th h hD y , . . . , y , so the value y s y ry is independent of i. Sincej, 1 j, k j, i j, i
k ) 2, we can choose i F k such that i / s and ih / s. Using this value of
i, we obtain that y s 1. This implies that sh s s and z s z t .2 2
 .  t t .h hWe also know that v s D x , . . . , x s D x , . . . , x , so thej j, 1 j, k j, 1 j, k
value x s x rx t h is independent of i. In particular, for i s s, we obtainj, i j, i
that x s 1. This means that for all l g D , x t h s 1. Consequently, hj j, l
stabilizes D and z s z t .j 1 1
Now let g s thy1 g G . Then h stabilizes D , . . . , D , soa , v , . . . , v . 1 m1 2 mt  :h s 1. Also, z s z for all z g z , z s T , so t s 1.1 2
Remark 4.3. A strengthening of the argument in the proof of Lemma
 .  .4.2 c shows that a primitive group of type III a has a base of size
< < 3 q log G rlog n without any assumptions on the composition factorsu v
.of G .
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5. AFFINE PRIMITIVE GROUPS
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2 for affine primitive groups.
Let H be a finite group, F a finite field, and W a finite-dimensional
w x  .F H -module. For x g H, we define f x, W to be the fixed point space
  ..  .ratio dim C x rdim W .W
 .Our first goal is to show that there exists a positive number d d ,
 .depending only on d, such that for all G g G , G belonging to type I i ,d
a  .  .and for all x g G , f x, V F 1 y d d .0
We shall use the following simple observation.
w xLEMMA 5.1. Let H, F, W as abo¨e. Let x, y, u g H with u s x, y . Then
 .   ..f x, W F 1 q f u, W r2.
y1 y  .  .  y.Proof. Since u s x x , we have C u = C x l C x . ThisW W W
yields
f u , W G f x , W q f x y , W y 1 s 2 f x , W y 1. .  .  .  .
The result follows.
LEMMA 5.2. There exists a positi¨ e number d , depending only on d, such
that the following holds. For all quasisimple H g G , for all faithful irre-d
w x a  .ducible F H -modules W, and for all x g H , f x, W F 1 y d . We may
 .take d s ard, for a positi¨ e constant a which does not depend on d .
Proof. If H is a group of Lie type, this is immediate from a result of
w  .x  .Hall, Liebeck, and Seitz 7, Theorem 4 a , with d s 1r 16d q 8 . Note
w  .xthat the requirement that F is algebraically closed in 7, Theorem 4 a is
w xnot necessary, by the remark following that theorem in 7 .
 .If HrZ H is an alternating group A for some 5 F k F d and x gk
 .  .H R Z H , then let c x denote the smallest number of conjugates of x
 .  .which generate H. Then f x, W F 1 y 1rc x , since no vector in W can
 .  .be fixed by all c x generators of H. Thus it suffices to show that c x is
bounded by a linear function of k. Let x denote the image of x in
 .HrZ H ( A . Since a three-cycle is contained in a group generated by atk
w xmost 8 conjugates of x 8, pp. 61]62 , and k y 2 three-cycles generate A ,k
 .  .  .  .  .we get c x s c x F 8 k y 2 F 8 d y 2 . If x g Z H then faithfulness
 .implies f x, W s 0.
 .The case when HrZ H is sporadic can be handled by the appropriate
 .choice of the constant a, since there is an absolute upper bound for c x ,
 .x g H R Z H .
THEOREM 5.3. Let d be as in Lemma 5.2. Let G g G , let F be a finited
w xfield, and let W be a faithful, irreducible, and primiti¨ e F G -module. Then,
a  .for all x g G , f w, X F 1 y dr4.
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Proof. We first claim that if AeG is an abelian normal subgroup, then
 . af x, W s 0 for all x g A . Indeed, since W is a faithful primitive G-
module, every normal abelian subgroup of G is cyclic. Thus A is cyclic,
 :and so x eG for x as above. Since W is a faithful irreducible G-module,
 :.  .we have C x s 0, so f x, W s 0.W
 .Now let F* G denote the generalized Fitting subgroup of G. Then
 .  .F* G is the central product of the Fitting subgroup F G and normal
subgroups N , where each N is a central product of copies of some onei i
  ..   ..  w x.quasisimple group Q . Since C F* G s Z F G cf. 19, 6.11 , therei G
a   ..are three possibilities for x g G : x g Z F G , or x acts non-trivially on
 .F G , or x acts non-trivially on some N .i
  ..  .If x g Z F G then f x, W s 0 by the claim above. So suppose
  ..x f Z F G .
Now, since every normal abelian subgroup of G is cyclic, every charac-
 .teristic abelian subgroup of F G is cyclic. It follows from a theorem of
 w x.  .  . P. Hall cf. 6, 5.4.9 that F G is metabelian. Set A s F G 9. Then f x,
. a  . w x a  .W s 0 if x g A . Now, if x g F G then x, y g A for some y g F G ,
 .  w x ..and so f x, W F 1 q f x, y , W r2 s 1r2 by Lemma 5.1. And if x acts
 . w x  .a  .non-trivially on F G , then x, y g F G for some y g F G , and it
 .follows by another application of Lemma 5.1 that f x, W F 3r4 F 1 y
dr4.
Finally, suppose that x acts non-trivially on some N . The three sub-i
w  :x  .groups lemma implies that N , x g Z N , so there exist u, ¨ g N suchi i i
w x w x athat either x, u or x, u, ¨ lies in Q for some component Q ( Q of N .i i
Now W is homogeneous, since W is primitive. Since Q is centralized byNi
the other components of N , Clifford's theorem implies that W is a directi Q
w x asum of copies of some faithful irreducible F Q -module X. If y g Q ,
 .  .then f y, W s f y, X F 1 y d , by Lemma 5.2. Now one or two applica-
 .tions of Lemma 5.1 show that f x, W F 1 y dr4.
 .Proof of Theorem 1.2, for Type I Groups. We define d d to be equal to
 .dr4, for the d defined in Lemma 5.2. Let G F Sym n be a primitive
 .permutation group of type I i , and suppose G g G . Then Theorem 5.3d
 . 1yd d.  . yd d.shows that fix G F n , so rfix G F n . Recall that, by Theorem
< < f d.1.1., we have G F n . The results of Section 3 now imply that G has a
< <  .  .  .base of size at most 1 y log G rlog rfix G F 1 q f d rd d . Since both
 .  .f d and 1rd d are linear functions of d, we obtain a quadratic bound on
the base size.
 .  .If G is of type I ii then, by Lemma 4.2 b , there is a sequence B of0
length 2m q 1 in V such that the pointwise stabilizer G F P k. ForB0
 . k1 F i F k, let b , . . . , b be a base for the restriction of P to V ,i, 1 i, s i
 .  .  .where s F f d rd d . Then appending the sequence B s b , . . . , b to1 1 s
kB , where b s  b , we obtain a base for G.0 j is1 i, j
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Remark 5.4. For possible further applications, we point out what the
 .proof of Theorem 5.3 gave. For a fixed d ) 0, let S d denote the family
of finite nonabelian simple groups S such that for all irreducible represen-
tations of quasisimple groups S9 with S as a factor group of S9 on some
a  .  .module W, and for all x g S9 , f x, W F 1 y d . Moreover, let G d be
 .the family of primitive groups of type I i with the property that the
nonabelian composition factors in the generalized Fitting subgroup of the
 .  .point stabilizer subgroup are from S d . Then any G g G d has a base
< <  .of size at most log G r d log n , and such a base can be obtained by the
greedy base construction.
 .Unfortunately, there is no d ) 0 such that S d contains all finite
nonabelian simple groups, or even all simple groups of Lie type.
6. PRIMITIVE GROUPS WITH NONABELIAN SOCLE
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2 for primitive groups of types II
and III. Again, we use the notation of Section 2.
 .Type II. For an arbitrary finite group H, let l H denote the
maximal value of l in a strictly decreasing subgroup chain H s H )0
 .H ) ??? ) H ) H s 1. If G g G , G is almost simple, and Soc G is1 ly1 l d
 .alternating or sporadic, then we shall bound l G by a linear function of d.
This proves Theorem 1.2 for these groups, since any nonredundant base of
 .G, in any permutation representation, has size at most l G .
w x  .Cameron, Solomon, and Turull 4 proved that l S - 3dr2. In thed
 .  .  .cases when Soc G is sporadic, or Soc G ( A and G g S , l G can be6 6
bounded by an absolute constant.
 .Now suppose the socle of G F Sym V is a group of Lie type over
 . w xGF q . Liebeck and Saxl 10, Theorem 1 prove that, using the notation of
 .  4  .  .’Section 3, we have rfix G F min 2r q , 3r4 . In fact, rfix G F 4r 3q ,
 .  .unless Soc G ( L q or G belongs to a finite list of exceptions.2
< < C d
2
From the order formulas for almost simple groups, we have G - q
for an absolute constant C. Using the results of Section 3 it follows that G
 2 .has a base of size O d .
 .  .Type III a . By Lemma 4.2 c , we have to consider only the case
 4k s 2. Let z , z be a generating set for T. Then, as in the proof of1 2
 .Lemma 4.2 c , it is easy to see that G contains no elementa, D z , 1., D z , 1..1 2
 .  .of N T s N T , so it is a group of order at most 2. Hence G has aG 1 G 2
base of size at most 4.
 .  .Type III b . Let m be as in Theorem 4.1. Then m s O log d and by
 .Lemma 4.2 b there is a sequence B of length 2m q 1 in V such that the0
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k  .pointwise stabilizer G F P . Let b , . . . , b ; G be a base for P . ByB a 1 s a0
 .the already proven parts of the theorem for the types II and III a , s may
be bounded by a quadratic function of d. Then the concatenation of
 .  .B s b , . . . , b to B , where b s b , b , . . . , b , is a base for G of size1 1 s 0 j j j j
 2 .O d .
 .Type III c . The base created for G in the previous paragraph is a
base for G as well.
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